
Civil Air Patrol’s ACE Program 

Lighter than Air  

Grade 5 Academic Lesson #1 

Topic: hot air balloons (science) 

Length of Lesson: 30-60 minutes 

Lesson Reference: Gregory Vogt (OSU)
NASA: Hot Air Balloon

Objective: 

● Students will construct a model hot air balloon and learn what

makes a hot air balloon work and how modeling helps us learn

concepts and processes.

Next Generation Science Standards: 

● Develop a model to describe that matter is made of particles too

small to be seen. (5-PS1-1)

● Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and

failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved.

(3-5-ETS1-3)

Background Information: 

The first recorded balloon flight happened on June 1783.  Two French brothers, Joseph-Michael and 

Jacques-Etienne and Montgolfier built a large balloon made of cloth and paper which, when held over 

flames, filled with smoke and rose about 6,500 feet in the air.  In September of the same year, the 

brothers flew another balloon.  This time the balloon had a basket suspended below. The basket carried 

a duck, a rooster, and a sheep.  The flight lasted eight minutes and traveled almost two miles.  Modern 

day balloons are made of nylon and use a propane burner system to heat the air inside the balloon. 

The reason the hot air balloon rises is that when the air inside the balloon “envelope” is heated, the air 

molecules begin to move faster, thus, expanding the “space” between molecules.  Therefore, the air 

molecules inside the envelope become less dense, and, it takes less air molecules to fill up the space 

inside the envelope.  When there are less air molecules filling the space inside the balloon than the space 

outside the balloon, the container holding the hot air molecules weighs “less than” the air space outside 

the balloon.  This “lighter-than-air craft” can then rise.  As long as the air inside the balloon continues to 

be heated, the balloon will rise. 

 Source:  NASA Quest

You may wish to watch this video for more background information: "How Do Hot Air Balloons 
Work?" from SciShow Kids.
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https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/TRC/Aeronautics/Hot_Air_Balloon.html
https://youtu.be/ABsVP41-EeY
https://youtu.be/ABsVP41-EeY


A balloonist flies in a basket called a gondola and 

controls the height of the balloon flight by heating 

and cooling the air with a propane burner inside the 

frame of the balloon.  The wind current moves the 

balloon.  When the balloonist wants to land, the air 

inside the balloon is gradually cooled until the balloon 

lands.  

Air is everywhere and takes up space.  The envelope 

portion of a hot-air balloon contains air.  When 

heated, the air molecules move faster and farther 

apart (air expands and becomes less dense), causing 

the balloon to grow larger and stand up. When cooled, 

air molecules slow down and move closer together (air 

contracts or becomes denser) causing the balloon to 

shrink or fall down.   A balloon rises because the 

heated air inside the envelope becomes less dense 
than the cooler air outside the envelope.  The balloon 

envelope is made of porous material.  The fabric of 

the envelope of the hot-air balloon is also porous.  Even though you cannot see them, there are very tiny 

holes all over the balloon fabric.  Hot air is constantly being lost through the porous fabric of the 

envelope. Thus, hot air has to be continuously blown into the balloon to keep it afloat. 

Materials: 

- dry cleaning plastic film bags (Select the type of bag with the thinnest possible plastic and have

several on hand. You may have to experiment with bags of different thicknesses.  Small, thin

garbage liners may also work.)

- several small paper clips

- cellophane tape

- heat source (blow dryer, electric hot air popcorn popper, or Hot Air Balloon Tester are

recommended for safety – be careful that the heat source does not melt the plastic bag)

Lesson Presentation: 

Source:  NASA Quest 

Source :CAP Aerospace Dimensions
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1. Discuss the background information about hot air balloons with the students.  Then tell them that

you will be making a small plastic hot air balloon for demonstration of the information.

2. Seal any openings and tears in the upper end of the bag with a minimum of cellophane tape.

3. Attach several paper clips to the plastic around the lower opening.
Have students experiment with the number of paper clips that are
needed to keep the balloon from rising too high, but that are needed
for the balloon to stay afloat.

4. Turn on the blow dryer (or other hot air source).  Spread the bag
opening wide to capture the rising hot air while supporting the upper
end with your hand. It is best to have assistance keeping in the

bag open so that it does not melt.

5. When the bag is inflated with hot air, test its buoyancy by letting it go

for a moment. If it rises quickly, stand back and let it lift.
Otherwise, continue heating it for a little while longer.

6. If the bag tips over and spills its hot air before it reaches the ceiling, add a few more paper

clips to slightly weigh down the bottom. If the bag will not rise at all, remove a few clips.

7. If there is time, allow students to try the activity in groups and have a contest to see which

group’s hot air balloon stays aloft the longest.

CAUTION: If the bag starts to crumple and melt from the heat, set the blow dryer on a lower setting 

or hold the bag farther from the heat source. For safety purposes, it is suggested that you only use a 

hair blower, heat source for an electric popcorn popper or a hot air balloon tester (purchased from a 

scientific supply company).     

Summarization: 

Ask students if they can explain how the hot air balloon works.  Confirm that students understand the 

following:  Hot air is less dense than cold air. Heat accelerates the motion of the air molecules causing 

fewer molecules to occupy the same space as a much greater number of molecules do at a lower 

temperature. With fewer molecules, the hot air has less mass, and therefore is more buoyant than an 

equal volume of colder air. 

Placing the dry cleaner bag over the heat source captures the hot air and forces out the cooler air in 

the bag. The bag becomes a mass of low-density air which floats upward in the higher density air
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surrounding it. The paper clips are placed at the bottom of the bag to keep the open end downward in 

flight to prevent it from prematurely spilling the hot air and terminating the flight. 

Character Connection: Comparing a hot air balloon to our own lives, we have to continue filling our 

brains with good information to keep us growing and rising higher and higher in life.   

Additional activity ideas to enrich and extend the primary lesson (optional): 

● Have students make and launch a tissue paper hot air balloon.  Detailed instructions are available

at CAP Aerospace Education: Hot Air Balloons.  (There are several plans from which to choose.)

● Using a free Flipgrid account, have your students record a 90 second video of themselves

explaining what happens to the air molecules to make a hot air balloon rise.

- Flipgrid is a website which allows educators to create short discussion-style question grids that

students respond to through recorded videos. Each grid is a message board where students can

post 90-second video responses to questions their teachers post to what appears in a tiled

"grid" display. Every student benefits from each student's perspective by drawing the entire

class into an open discussion.

● Read Mouton’s Impossible Dream by Anik Scannell
McGrory.

● Make a Paper Mache’ Hot Air Balloon Book Report
Display

The students can write a short story

describing a fictional hot air balloon ride;
describing all of the things they see from the air
during their flight. The story should be based
on one or two concepts they learned about how hot
air balloons operate. If needed, students can
research more information about the
concepts they wish to include. Another option is
for the students to read a book about hot air
balloons and then write a book report about it.
The report can be completed using the Paper
Mache’ Hot Air Balloon Book Report Display
Activity below.  
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https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/programs/aerospace-education/curriculum/lessons-activity-resources/hot-air-balloons
https://auth.flipgrid.com/signup


Materials Per Report Display: 

 Newspaper 

 Balloon 

 12” string  and 12” fishing line 

 Spray paint or other type of paint 

 Glue mixture: 

1- Regular glue mixed with a bit of water. Mix using about 1 part water with 2 parts glue.

2- Use a simple mixture of flour and water. Mix one part flour with about 2 parts of water

until you get a consistency like thick glue. Add more water or flour as necessary. Mix well

to get out all the bumps. Add a few tablespoons of salt to help prevent mold!

   Directions for Report Display: 
1. Cover the work area with newspapers.

2. Inflate a balloon and tie a knot in the end.

3. Tie a 12" length of string to the balloon knot.

4. Hang the balloon by taping the string to a table.

5. Tear newspaper in 1" by 12" strips. Dip the strips into the glue mixture. Place the strips on the

balloon vertically. Smooth the strips; removing wrinkles and extra glue. Cover the entire

balloon in this manner. Overlap each piece of newspaper; not leaving any gaps.

6. Glue the strips horizontally for the second layer and vertically for the third layer.

7. Allow the balloon to dry overnight.

8. Spray paint the dry balloon.

9. After the paint has completely dried, puncture the balloon near the knot. Cut a 3" circle

around the knot of the balloon with scissors to form the mouth of the envelope.

10. Use a hole punch to put holes on either side of the mouth of the envelope (balloon).

11. Color and cut out the gondolas. Write the report on the lined gondola.  Staple it to the cover

gondola.  Tie the report to the Paper Mache’ balloon.

12. Use a hole punch to put a hole in the report form.

13. Tie the report form to the balloon with kite string.

14. Tape a 12” length of fishing line to the top of the balloon.

15. Hang balloon from the ceiling with the fishing line for a unique display.
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Associated Literature and Websites: 
●

● 

Mouton’s Impossible Dream by Anik Scannell McGrory

The Twenty-one Balloons by William Pene du Bois

● For frequently asked questions and answers about hot air balloons, visit the
Hot Air Ballooning Web Quest Site.

● Learn more about "How Hot Air Balloons Work."

● Other great resources including two downloadable teacher manuals filled with hot air balloon

information, coloring pictures, activities are available from the  Liberty Balloon Company.

● (Several worksheets related to the children’s book The Twenty-one Balloons by William Pene

du Bois.)

● Learn more about how hot air balloons work at Explain That Stuff: Hot-Air Balloons.

● Wonderopolis: How Does a Hot Air Balloon Fly?
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http://www.laplaza.org/about_lap/kellogg/taos/michelle/FAQ.html
https://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/flight/modern/hot-air-balloon.htm
http://www.libertyballoon.com/school-programs/resources-for-teachers/
https://www.explainthatstuff.com/how-hot-air-balloons-work.html
https://www.wonderopolis.org/wonder/How-Does-a-Hot-Air-Balloon-Fly
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